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Do you require Medical Cover and
Welfare Services for your event or venue?
Ice Blue Medical is a specialist pre-hospital medical company which provides
experienced and highly trained pre-hospital care practitioners to suit both the risk
assessment requirements and client’s needs.
Ice Blue Medical are committed to providing high quality, patient focused healthcare
within the events setting across the UK.
We are able to provide a variety of resources and skills from Emergency First Aider’s to
Emergency Care Practitioners and Ambulances to a fully equipped mobile medical
treatment center set up.
Through a team of skilled, competent practitioners and a robust senior team we are
passionate about delivering a compassionate and respectful service meeting the needs
of clients and all service users. We believe in offering our clients the most efficient and
professional service from start to finish.
Events and Activities Ice Blue Medical can provide cover for
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nightclubs and bars.
Music Festivals.
Sporting Activities.
Fates and Fair’s.
Firework Displays.
Community Events.
And many more.

For further information, to request a
quote or to book our services please
contact us on the details below.
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Ice Blue Medical holds professional, indemnity,
malpractice, public and products liability
underwritten by Park Insurance.

Our staff and facilities:
Ice Blue Medical is owned and managed by
NHS trained healthcare professionals and
operates to the highest standards. Based in
Sutton, we provide medical, welfare, ambulance
and first aid cover to events and venues in the
capital and across the UK irrespective of the size
or nature of event.
Ice Blue Medical can provide all levels of
staffing ranging from event first aiders to
consultant level doctors. Our staff are thoroughly
vetted for suitability through our compliance
process and are DBS checked and come in full
uniform with photographic ID.
We can provide command and control facilities,
cycle response teams, rapid response vehicles,
ambulances as well as mobile treatment centres
and medical tents.
All events and vehicles are equipped to
advanced life support level and are monitored
with tracking software. Our staff and vehicles are
insured to the highest level. Our staff are
available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
All staff work under company Standard
Operating Procedures, Policy, Procedure and
Clinical Updates to ensure up to date and safe
practice at all times. All staff have 24/7 access
to these via the companies staff portal. Staff are
also provided with a company handbook.

We give advice on how best to staff and
manage the medical side of your event in line
with current health and safety guidelines.

What we do:
Ice Blue Medical provides national cover to
events and venues. We cater for any event no
matter the size and have covered events
previously with attendance ranging from 20 to
50,000 people.
We also provide the following services:


Drug & Alcohol
Testing.


Training
Academy.



Clinical Staffing
Interviews.



Welfare Services
& Teams.



Patient Transport
Services.




Sickness
Absence
Reporting.

Health Checks.
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Our Aims, Values and Behaviours
Our Aim

To Exceed Expectations & To Excel In All We Do

Our Core Values

Our Core Behaviours

Improve as a team

We always support.
Identify and act upon unsafe or poor practice.
Work together as a team.
Regularly communicate to staff members.
Understanding individual strengths and weaknesses.

Being compassionate, kind and
understanding

Show and promote respect

Positive interaction and engagement.
Attentive to the needs of individuals.
Showing empathy / sensitivity.

Feel comfortable to challenge.
Listen and consider.
Be aware of our impact on others.
Treat people equally.

To be effective through efficiency

Being adaptable.
Being an effective communicator.
Being credible through transparency and candour.
Reviewing systems, procedures, policy and clinical
governance.

Behaving and operating
professionally

Being reliable and organised.
Operate within accepted guidelines and framworks.
Be responsible and accountable.
Being punctual and trustworthy.
Act within individual clinical scope of practice.
Working as a multi-disciplinary team.

Ice Blue Medical Ltd
Midtown Hub, 1 Times Square,
High Street, Sutton, SM1 1LF

Patients and People first…..
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Who we work with:
We work for a full spectrum of clients from small
event organisers and councils to household
name companies. We provide cover for clients
ranging from music and event venues, to
charities and sporting events to film premiers.
Ice Blue Medical have provided full first aid,
welfare and medical cover to the following
Events & Venues, to name but a few:

•

Greenwich Music Festival.

•

Wandsworth Council family fun day.

•

High Court enforcement
evictions.

•

Film Premiers - Leicester
Square.

•

Blackpool Christmas Light
switch on.

•

London Zoo.

•

Pulse Nightclub, London.

•

Essex Pride.

•

Successful Sutton.

•

London Pride.

•

Think Events London.

•

Fire Nightclub, Vauxhall.

•

Croydon Council.

•

Ministry of Sound Nightclub.

•

Open Air cinemas.

•

Tiger Tiger Club London.

•

It’s a knockout.

•

Provision of a mobile foot medic for Leicester
Square working with PSS Security and
covering 6 venues.

•

KO Kick-Boxing competitions.

•

Hackney Rugby Football Club.

•

Brixton Splash.

•

Lytham Music Festival.
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Safer Nightlife:
In light of the rise in use and dangers of
Recreational Drugs; including New Psychoactive
Substances (misleadingly known as legal highs), as
well as hospital admissions and deaths, Nightclub
Medics have never before been such a vital part of
our night-time economy as now. Nightclub Medics
bridge the gap between First Aiders and hospital
care with specialty training and awareness in
alcohol intoxication, recreational drug use and
Minor Injuries. They provide a service to nightclubs,
licensed premises and club related music events.

Nightclub Medics enhance on the first aid provision
by providing the service to fully assess/monitor and
treat patients and to provide an enhanced level of
emergency medical care – providing incredible
benefits to the outcome of the patient, and your
venue. They are the ideal alternative to First Aiders,
who often hold no training, awareness or facility to
safely assess, monitor and treat those intoxicated
with alcohol and/or drugs, including the
recognition and early-treatment of Serotonin
Toxicity. It’s negligence and a danger to providers,
clients and most importantly, patients, to provide
inadequate cover to the night-time economy with
staff who lack this.
Mixed with their specialist training in recreational
drug use, Nightclub Medics provide the capability
to fully assess and monitor patients which is
incredibly vital when dealing with potential

medical emergencies as well as alcohol and drug
intoxication – as symptoms of this can mimic those
of many other conditions and medical
emergencies; such as Hypoglycaemia and Head
Injury. They can therefore treat more appropriately
on-site, heavily reducing 999 ambulance calls and
referrals to hospital, providing more adequate
treatment whilst awaiting the arrival of Emergency
Services, and by quickly recognising the onset of
medical emergencies such as Serotonin Toxicity;
allowing quicker treatment and referral to A&E
providing a greater chance of survival. Without our
presence and ability to fully assess a patient’s vital
signs and history, this may be left unnoticed until it
is too late.
They are aware of the different types of
recreational drugs and regularly kept up-to-date
with the types and batches in circulation locally
and nationally through working with drugs
agencies and the Police. They also have a
responsibility to ensure
other club staff are
informed and trained in
the toxicity of
recreational drugs and
the common features
seen in individuals
becoming unwell
through these.
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Safer Nightlife:
What the Home Office and NHS say:
“In some cases, particularly large or all-night
events, it may be necessary to buy in additional
emergency medical cover. There are a number of
companies who provide specialised services to
dance events. Again, it is important that these
companies have a track record of working with
drug induced problems. It should not be assumed
that such reputable organisations as the Red Cross
or St. John Ambulance Service necessarily possess
the requisite experience. Even highly experienced
and skilled NHS trained nurses and paramedics
should not be expected to work in this setting
without the supervision of a colleague with
experience of working with drug-induced
problems.”
-Safer Nightlife. London: Home Office, London Drug
Policy Forum, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation
Trust

an excellent supplement to, or in some cases a
replacement to First Aid provision and prove to be
an invaluable resource.

The Benefits:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Where we work:
Our Nightclub Medics work within nightclubs,
licensed premises and at any music related
events (eg. outdoor raves and music festivals)
where there are high expectations of drug and/or
alcohol consumption. This can be one-off events
and specific club nights (eg. busy nights with
higher expectancy of drug use and violence), or
regular full-time contracts to provide weekly
cover. At music events our Nightclub Medics are

•
•

Highly trained on-site uniformed professionals
providing incredibly high standards of care to
your staff & clients.
Experienced frontline 999 clinicians, able to
reduce 999 ambulance calls.
Reduced blue light presence.
Reduced licencing and policing issues due to
a reduced emergency service impact/
presence, and the presence of reputable and
highly trained medical staff.
Early recognition of life-threatening
emergencies which would otherwise be left
unnoticed by First Aiders & Security, until too
late.
Reassurance to yourselves and your customers
that professional care is at hand.
Allows named First Aiders (Door staff, bar staff
etc) to focus on their role, with the reassurance
that all First Aid & Medical incidents are being
looked after by a genuinely honest, caring and
professional team.
Our close relationship with local authorities,
including nursing & medical staff at local A&E
departments.
A team of the most passionate, honest, reliable
and skilled staff in the industry, with a unique
non-judgemental attitude and approach to
care.
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Safer Nightlife:
Key Activities:
(Home Office ‘Safer Nightlife’ guide):

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Awareness of the current trends in recreational
drug use and any particular patterns in drug
use within their venue.
Understand the toxicity associated with the
various categories of recreational drugs and
the common presenting features associated
with them.
Assessing and managing patients with
recreational drug toxicity using the Ambulance
Referral Guidelines as well as clinical
guidelines.
Training of other club staff in the toxicity of
recreational drugs and common features seen
in individuals becoming unwell through
recreational drugs.
Liaising with other club staff to ensure that
venues are appropriately patrolled to identify
individuals who have or may be developing
recreational drug toxicity.
Maintaining club medic room facilities so that
they are appropriately equipped and staffed
at all times.
Awareness of medical issues relating to
Chapter 5 and in particular,
where appropriate, local availability and
guidance concerning postexposure prophylaxis.
Ensuring that their personal training in first aid is
sufficient to be able to deliver a safe and

appropriate service, not just for assessing
individuals with recreational drug toxicity but
also those who may require medical
assistance for other reasons.
-Webster, R (2008). Safer Nightlife. London: Home
Office, London Drug Policy Forum, Guy’s and St
Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust. p78-79.

Our Staff:
Our staff can work independently or as part of a
team – depending on the venue’s requirements,
level of clinical skill required, risk assessments,
capacity etc. We will fully risk assess an event to
determine the resources and staffing required to
meet the needs of both yourself and your clients.
All staff who are contracted to work on behalf of
Ice Blue Medical are; insured and governed to
their certificated skill level, in-date with all
certification and undertake all mandatory training.
Our team also undergo constant CPD training in a
variety of subjects and scenarios, including
constant drug updates and notices. They all have
experience working in the events/nightclub
industry and hold the perfect attitude and
approach to dealing with all situations presented
in this unique environment. We fully understand
the unique approach
required to work in this
type of environment,
hence why we provide a
small and trusted team
you, your staff and your
customers can rely on.
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Safer Nightlife:
Training Standards:
Our Nightclub Medics come from an incredibly
wide range of backgrounds with one set standard
in minimum training (up-skilled First Aiders and
Responders, EMTs, A&E CSWs). In addition to vast
First Aid and clinical experience, and holding the
right passionate and positive attitude to working in
this unique environment; our Nightclub Medics
undergo training in;

•

•

•

•

Immediate or Advanced Life Support.
Defibrillation. Patient assessment. Medical
gases. Airway management. Suction. Spinal
immobilisation. Advanced care of medical
and traumatic illnesses or injuries.
Patient Monitoring: All staff are trained in the
basic monitoring of patients including;
Respiratory & Cardiac Monitoring, Blood
Pressure, Temperature, Blood Glucose and
Glasgow Coma Scale.
Alcohol & Drug Intoxication: We maintain a
positive and effective approach to dealing
with alcohol & drug intoxication. Our level of
care is maintained for all patients presenting
with all conditions. Our expertise and
experience in recreational drug use allows us
to treat those involved more effectively and
pro-actively, using continually researched &
developed guidelines.
Drug Awareness: Our staff are kept fully up to
date with the current drugs and batches on the
market/in circulation, with constant feedback

•

given on the make-up and ingredients of
specific drugs on the market within our local
area. They are fully aware of their effects,
presented symptoms, risks and treatment
according to local and national clinical
guidelines. They undergo in depth training from
local drugs support agencies in recreational
drug use and work with a vast number of
patients within this environment week in week
out.
Triage: Our staff have worked in extremely
busy environments and can confidently and
safely triage and treat high levels of
customers. This is followed by our judgement
for the patient’s further needs; whether this be
discharge home, returning to the event, to
local ‘SOS Bus’ services or to A&E via taxi or
ambulance.

We will assist patients to their route of referral to
ensure they are sent home safely with minimal
risk. No patient shall leave our care alone and
incapable or in an unsafe manner.
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The Senior Management Team

Testimonials
Testimonials from clients we have worked with
recently:
The Ice Blue medical team were very much
appreciated by all at Hackney RFC yesterday. Lots
of appreciation and remarks on their
professionalism, just brilliant!
MARY IMPEY – SAFEGUARDING OFFICER, HACKNEY RFC

I have always found Ice Blue Medical to be
professional with their medics and understanding
the club scene. Great team.
PHILLIPE GIOVANNI CHIARELLA – GENERAL MANAGER,
ORANGE NATION

Love working with Ice Blue Medical. The team are
always amazing. Thank you so much for all your
help at my Halloween event. Highly
recommended.
KATHARINE BIRD - SHOP&PLAY

Excellent service at short notice great team !!!
MICHAEL K—BOOM IN THE PARK

James Gale - Clinical Director (ENP / RN)
James trained at one of the UK’s leading teaching
hospitals, UCLH in London, and continues to work
in NHS hospitals today. James also works with the
UK Border Force team, accompanying those being
removed/deported from the UK on overseas
flights. Prior to qualifying as a nurse, James was a
Critical Care Technician within the Cardiac Arrest
team at the world-renowned Barts NHS Hospital
Trust. James currently works as a senior nurse
manager within the healthcare system of HM
Prison Services.
Calum Kean—Associate Director
Calum is a trained Emergency Responder with
training and experience in Drug & Alcohol
awareness. Calum works in the television and
events industry as a Stage and Site Manager
giving a valuable insight into the workings of such
businesses & events for Ice Blue Medical.
Shaun Sansom - Clinical Operations Manager
Shaun has been with Ice Blue Medical for 6 years
having an extensive background as an Accident
and Emergency Practitioner. Shaun is also highly
experienced in the clinical delivery of prehospital
care and has specific skills in patient assessment,
referral and hospital avoidance. Shaun has
worked within a variety of roles within the prehospital sector from festivals to sporting events and
nightclub venues to frontline 999 response.
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Tell Us What You Think….. We would like to hear from you…..
Your feedback is important to us, we welcome any feedback from
clients, patients and public. Ice Blue Medical uses feedback to
continuously monitor how we are doing and is always striving to
improve the quality of our care.
Did we exceed your expectations?
Do you have a concern?
Do you have a suggestion to help us improve?
Tell us about your experience to allow us to improve our services
where needed or pass on your praise to our staff.

Visit our website and click on the “Tell Us What You Think” tab at the
top of the page.
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